Investigating New Phases of
K-Mg-Mo-O Crystals
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ABSTRACT
The primary goal of this project was to
synthesize new crystalline phases in the
family of Potassium (K), Magnesium
(Mg), and
Molybdenum (Mo) oxides
and to study their crystallographic
structure by means of powder and
single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD),
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and possible physical properties.

ANALYSIS
The reaction product was ground into a fine powder for XRD
analysis (Huber Guinier and Scintag Bragg-Brentano systems).

The targeted stoichiometries in the phase
diagram (Fig. 1) were weighed out in a glove
box from anhydrous K2MoO4, MgO, and
MoO 3 at different molar ratios that
correspond to areas in between known
phases. The resulting mixtures were left as
powders and sealed in quartz ampoules.
These were then put into a box furnace and
heated for a predetermineda amount of time
at a temperature below the lowest
component melting point (MoO3 at 795oC).
Samples were also heated in open-air
crucibles and exhibited a crystalline growth
on their surface.
Fig. 2: Visual presentation of the synthesis and analysis process.

• Initially, the reactants were weighed out in air and sealed normally.
However, the ampoules would rupture in the furnace at temperatures
around 100 oC.
• Moisture was thought to be the cause of this issue as K2MoO4
exhibits strong hygroscopic behavior.
• To counteract this, reactants were heated to 200oC and held there for
24 hours before sealing in a quartz ampoule. However, this was
insufficient to fully remove all the water present, as the ampoules
again ruptured, but at a higher temperature.
• With moisture not entirely removed in this way, samples where
weighed out using anhydrous K2MoO4 in an inert argon atmosphere.

SYNTHESIS
Fig. 1: Pseudo-Ternary Phase
Diagram of MgO-K2MoO4-MoO3.

RESULTS

Fig. 3: XRD powder pattern of the reactants before
heating shows peaks corresponding to the starting
compounds.

Fig. 5: Changes in peak location and intensity show
that a reaction has taken place.

FUTURE WORK
From here, it will be possible to synthesize the
phases now that the moisture problem has
been identified as the main issue and
addressed. Further investigations of the
crystallographic structure as well as physical
properties are planned. Application of any
phases in this class of materials will depend on
their properties and stability under ambient
conditions.

• Sealing the ampoules often proved difficult due to material deposited
on the interior sides of the ampoule, hampering the flow of the quartz.

Fig. 6: Heated in open air, the material, though
similar to both the reactants and the sealed
ampoule, shows peak shifts, indicating phase
formation.
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